Resumen

Este artículo presenta un novedoso modelo matemático que integra los principios de la dinámica de fluidos computacional, la cinética del ozono y las teorías de inactivación microbiana del ozono para pronosticar la desinfección del agua en columnas de burbujas. El modelo se describe mediante las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes que caracterizan la hidrodinámica de la mezcla agua-aire y dos ecuaciones de transporte usadas para rastrear los micro-organismos y el ozono dentro de la columna de burbujas. La aplicabilidad del modelo fue demostrada comparando resultados numéricos obtenidos con el modelo contra datos experimentales obtenidos de ensayos realizados en una planta de ozono construida a escala piloto. Se obtuvo una excelente correlación en términos del ozono disuelto y el grado de inactivación de microorganismos sin la necesidad de asumir predeterminados patrones de recirculación del agua o de dispersión del ozono. También se pudo confirmar que en algunos casos, la presencia de zonas muertas o de recirculación podría afectar el tiempo de contacto efectivo para que la desinfección ocurra. Esto sugiere que existe una gran oportunidad, en la práctica, para mejorar la eficiencia de los reatores de desinfección del agua con ozono. La etapa siguiente de esta investigación es confirmar los pronósticos numéricos del modelo con contornos reales del proceso de inactivación.
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Abstract

This paper presents an integrated mathematical model based on the principle of computational fluid dynamics along with the kinetics of ozone decay and microbial inactivation to predict the performance of ozone disinfection in fine bubble column contactors. The model can be represented using a mixture two-phase flow model to simulate the hydrodynamics of the water flow and using two transport equations to track the concentration profiles of ozone and microorganisms along the height of the column, respectively. The applicability of this model was then demonstrated by comparing the simulated ozone concentrations with experimental measurements obtained from a pilot scale fine bubble column. Excellent agreement was obtained in terms of the dissolved ozone and the degree of microorganism inactivation without any pre-assumption about flow backmixing or dispersion level. It was also confirmed that in some cases, the presence of dead space or short-circulation could greatly affect the effective contact time for the disinfection to occur. This suggests that the great opportunity may exist to improve the efficiency of ozonation contactors in practice. The future work of this investigation is to confirm the numerical prediction of inactivation contour diagrams.
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mass, momentum and energy equations. Recently, [13] proposed CFD simulations to study water disinfection with low Reynolds number to account for relatively low turbulence levels similar to those occurring in chlorine contacts tanks. In this way, the simulation of ozonation process has stepped into the world of computational analysis.

The goodness of this approach is that they remove the hydrodynamic assumptions made for the gas-liquid flow of plug flow, perfect mixing, tanks-in-series, uniform concentration or uniform dispersion in modelling the performance of disinfection contactors. Other advantage of applying CFD techniques is that different inactivation contour diagrams can be analyzed for the entire contactor without carrying out expensive and tedious tracer studies [14], [15].

The literature reviewed has revealed that the application of CFD methods to simulate ozonation process is relatively new, less than ten years. It means that the development of computational ozonation models is at its starting stage and that there is not yet an accepted universal model. It also means that the existing ozonation models need further development and research to test and improve them for a variety of contactor configurations and raw water conditions prior to their universal acceptance.

As mentioned before, an accurate model is needed to optimize not only the performance of existing plants but also the design of future ozonation contactors. Currently, designers rely on simplified models that neglect many of the physical and chemical aspects of ozonation processes, which make environmental protection agencies around the world issue strict CT values for inactivation of viruses by ozone, therefore, leading to high cost designs. This has been one of the major reasons that have limited wider applications of ozonation systems for water and wastewater treatment. The development of an appropriate model will consequently bring cost of ozonation contactors down and the technology will be then affordable for small and large communities to improve the quality of their drinking water system.

Based on the urgent need to optimize process performance and design, the main objective of this research was to develop a computational ozonation model that can be used to simulate, therefore, to effectively control and design ozonation contactors for disinfection of microorganisms in water treatment.
2. FUNDAMENTALS

To model ozone disinfection in bubble columns, it is necessary to quantify the rates of various physical transport and chemical oxidation processes. Ozone mass transfer from gas into a liquid phase can be described by the well-known two-film model as:

\[ N = k_L a \left( C_L^* - C_L \right) \]  

(1)

where \( k_L \) = local liquid mass transfer coefficient; \( a \) = specific interfacial area; and \( C_L^* \) and \( C_L \) the saturation and local dissolved ozone in the liquid phase, respectively. After dissolved in water, ozone decays through both autodecomposition and oxidation of impurities due to its extremely oxidative properties [16]. A pseudo-first-order expression with respect to the dissolved ozone is used to quantify the overall decomposition of ozone in water [1].

\[ \frac{dC_L}{dt} = k_w C_L \]

(2)

where \( k_w \) is the specific ozone-utilization rate.

When ozone is used as a primary disinfectant, the third process component of ozonation is the rate of microbial inactivation. A first order decay process [17] with respect to surviving microorganisms is used to describe the rate of inactivation expressed as:

\[ -\frac{dN}{dt} = k_M C_L^n N \]

(3)

where \( N \) = the concentration of surviving microorganisms; \( k_M \) = rate constant of the Chick-Watson model; and \( n \) = the empirical coefficient of dilution. The empirical coefficient, \( n \), is an indication of which factor, the contact time or disinfectant concentration is more predominant during the inactivation process. If \( n \) is greater than one, the disinfectant concentration is the dominant factor in determining the inactivation rate, while if \( n \) is less than one, the contact time is more important than the disinfectant concentration [1]. In most cases, USEPA concluded that \( n \) is close to 1 for chemical disinfectants such as ozone and chlorine [18].
Finally, the effectiveness of disinfection in bubble columns depends on two more parameters: the residence time of ozone in the contactor and the mixing intensity of the gas and liquid flow. The principal modelling alternative is to find the ozone residence time distribution and the mixing characteristic of the column from computational fluid dynamics [19]. Therefore, an integrated model could achieve the true predictive potential by coupling a proper CFD model with a system model to describe the ozone mass transfer and ozone disinfection in bubble columns.

3. METHODOLOGY

To achieve the planned objective there are three preliminary steps to consider and discuss. They are: a) the type of contactor to be analyzed, b) the compartments of the contactor to be discussed, b) the flow regimes to be modeled and c) model development. A good definition of these topics determines the acceptance, use and applicability of the model to be developed and, even more, they are critical factors to successfully implement ozonation processes in water treatment plants.

3.1. Types of Ozonation Contactors

One of the major steps in modelling a phenomenon is to define it in space and time, i.e., to define the domain in which the phenomenon takes place. In our case of ozonation phenomenon, the physical and chemical processes are usually looked up at steady state therefore they are independent of time. However, the space is defined by the configuration of the contactor in which ozonation takes place. Therefore, taking this step into our research, a fine bubble diffuser was analyzed during this investigation.

Bubble diffuser contactor (Figure 1) is the most frequently used type of contactor throughout the world [1]. This type of contactor offers the advantages of no additional energy requirements, high ozone transfer rates, process flexibility, operational simplicity, and no moving parts [4]. It has been shown that bubble diffuser contactors work well at low to medium ozone concentrations (1 to 4 % by weight, in the gas phase). However, at higher ozone concentrations and low gas flow rate, gas channelling and inadequate gas-liquid mixing may occur which would reduce drastically the efficiency of the contactor in transferring ozone into the water [7]. A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of bubble diffuser contactors is given in Table 1.
Figure 1 shows a typical four-stage ozone bubble diffuser contactor. This illustration shows an alternating concurrent/countercurrent arrangement. Usually, the number of stages can vary from two to six for ozone disinfection, with the majority of plants using two to six for ozone disinfection [1].

Table 1
Bubble Diffuser Contactor Advantages and Disadvantages [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No moving parts</td>
<td>Vertical channelling of bubbles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective ozone transfer</td>
<td>Deep contact basins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low hydraulic headloss</td>
<td>Possible clogging of diffuser pores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational simplicity</td>
<td>Maintenance of gaskets and piping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Ozonation Contactor Compartments

A second step in modelling ozonation contactors is to isolate the individual compartments or sections of the contactor having similar performance characteristics. This helps to organize and simplify the process of modeling. In bubble diffuser contactors, there are sections in either a single phase (liquid) or two-phase (gas/liquid) flow prevails. It means that these sections can be analyzed separately, in view of the modeling process, as single compartments from the contactor to define the computational domain objective of this research. Figure 2 illustrates these compartments. It shows that the different conditions of two phase flow can be modeled using a single computational domain in which the boundary conditions may change from compartment to compartment of the contactor under study.

![Ozonation contactor compartments](image)

**Figure 2.** Ozonation contactor compartments

3.3. Flow Regimes in Ozonation Contactors

The literature reviewed reveals that three flow regimes have been identified in ozonation contactors: homogeneous (bubbly flow), heterogeneous (churn-turbulent flow) and slug flow. The homogeneous and the heterogeneous regimes are usually the flow fields found in industrial applications [20],...
However, the homogeneous is the optimum condition for gas-liquid contactors since mass transfer processes and the dispersion of ozone in both the gas and the liquid phase are easier to model and control. Therefore, the homogeneous flow regime will be the flow field to be modelled and analyzed during this investigation. This selection is supported by many other investigations that have been undertaken in the past to model the hydrodynamics of gas-liquid contactors under the homogeneous regime [10], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27].

3.4. Model Development

A Computational Fluid Dynamics model utilizes the Navier-Stoke equation to simulate the flow distribution within an ozonation contactor. The set of Navier-Stoke equations can be applied to two-phase flows if the dispersed phase elements are small, the overall fluid density is constant and if the momentum of the particles or bubble can be neglected [23]. However, the density \( \rho \) must be chosen as the effective density of the dispersion, and similarly, the usual viscosity must be replaced by some effective viscosity, \( \mu \). Taking local averages, the effective density is defined as

\[
\rho = \epsilon \rho_g + (1-\epsilon)\rho_L \tag{4}
\]

The effective viscosity has been characterized by different formulations. In this work \( \mu \) is defined as

\[
\mu = \frac{\mu_L}{1-\epsilon} \tag{5}
\]

where \( \epsilon \) is the volume fraction or the local holdup of the gas phase, \( \mu_L \) is the viscosity of the liquid phase, \( \rho_g \) the density of the disperse gas phase and \( \rho_L \) the density of the liquid phase. At this stage, it is also necessary to introduce the relationship between the velocities of both phases and the gas-liquid mixture.

\[
\rho \ddot{u} = \epsilon \rho_g \ddot{u}_g + (1-\epsilon)\rho_L \ddot{u}_L \tag{6}
\]

where \( \ddot{u} \) is the velocity vector of the gas-liquid mixture; \( \ddot{u}_L \) the velocity vector of liquid phase and \( \ddot{u}_g \) the gas velocity taken as \( \ddot{u}_g = \ddot{u} + (1-\epsilon)\ddot{u}_{slip} \) being \( \ddot{u}_{slip} \) the slip velocity [28]. For the slip velocity various expressions
can be found in the literature depending on the nature of the interaction between the gas bubbles and the liquid phase. In this paper, the slip velocity of the bubbles is assumed to be constant at $u_{slip} = 3.3 \, \hat{e}_z \, \text{m/s}$ ($\hat{e}_z$ is an unit vector parallel to $z$ axis). This leads to the following model equations for steady state flow:

\begin{equation}
\nabla (\rho \, \vec{u}) = 0
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\rho \vec{u} \cdot \nabla \cdot \vec{u} = \rho \vec{g} - \nabla p + \nabla (\tau)
\end{equation}

where $\vec{g} = g \hat{e}_z$ is the acceleration due to gravity, $p$ is the pressure and $\tau$ is the stress tensor, others parameters have been defined previously:

\begin{equation}
\tau_{ij} = \mu \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} - \frac{2}{3} \delta_{ij} \frac{\partial u_n}{\partial x_n} \right)
\end{equation}

The system of equations can be integrated with an additional continuity equation for the gas phase:

\begin{equation}
\nabla (\varepsilon \vec{u} ) = E
\end{equation}

where $E$ accounts for dispersion of the gas bubbles due to their irregular motion in the liquid phase. $E$ is modelled through a diffusion-like term [28].

\begin{equation}
E = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( (1 - \varepsilon) \, E_L \, \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_i} \right)
\end{equation}

where $E_L$ is the dispersion coefficient assumed the same and constant in all directions in the column. $E_L$ was determined by fitting the experimental data to the model.

Finally, to simulate mass transfer from a numerical point of view, it is necessary to model the transport of ozone in both the liquid and the gas phase. In the liquid phase, the transport of ozone is represented by a transport equation that includes both ozone decay kinetics and ozone
mass transfer terms [10]. Thus, the general transport equation of dissolved ozone in the liquid phase can be expressed:

$$ \dot{\nabla} \cdot [(1-\varepsilon)D_L \nabla C_L] = -K_L a(C_L^* - C_L) + K_L C_L (1-\varepsilon) + \nabla \cdot [(1-\varepsilon)C_L \tilde{u}_L] $$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $D_L$ is the eddy diffusivity of ozone in the liquid phase. On the other hand, the transport of ozone in the gas phase is only affected by the mass of ozone transferred from the gas phase to the liquid phase. Neglected dispersion of ozone in the gas phase, it can be written:

$$ K_L a(C_L^* - C_L) + \nabla \cdot [\varepsilon C_g \tilde{u}_g] = 0 $$

Where $C_L^*$ is the concentration of ozone in the gas phase. $He$ the Henry’s law constant, $R$ the universal gas constant = 8.315 kJmol$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$, $T$ the absolute temperature and $MW_o3$ the molecular weight of ozone = 48 gr. Thus, the equations to be solved are 7, 8 and 12. Additional assumptions that must be made to predict the performance of inactivation include:

a) isothermal and steady state conditions;

b) mass transfer resistance is confined to liquid side alone;

c) the rate of ozone decay is pseudo first order in the liquid phase, and it is negligible in the gas phase; the inactivation of microorganisms conforms to the Chick-Watson law with the empirical coefficient of dilution = 1;

d) gas and liquid densities constant along the height of the column;

e) Henry’s law applies for ozone gas and bubble coalescence and redispersion can be neglected

Application

To demonstrate the application of this model, the numerical results were compared to existing experimental dissolved ozone profiles gathered from a pilot scale bubble column designed for ozonation of deionised water. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the actual ozonation apparatus. The ozone contactor is a cylindrical column with an inside diameter of 100 mm and height of 1750 mm. The gas diffuser is a 25 mm sphere located 5 mm above the bottom of the contactor and the liquid distributor a 10 mm ring perforated pipe facing downward at 15 mm from the bottom to provide a
well-mixed bubbly flow in the column. The experimental conditions and the kinetic constants are summarized in Table 2. For a complete description of the column and the experimental conditions, see [29].

**Table 2**
Test Conditions, Kinetic Constants and Hydrodynamic Parameters [29]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CONDITIONS</th>
<th>Deionized water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Phase:</td>
<td>Deionized water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Phase:</td>
<td>Oxygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid flow rate</td>
<td>6840 mL/min, Cocurrent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas流气 rates, mL/min</td>
<td>1148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas pressure at the inlet, Pa</td>
<td>41000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone concentration in the gas phase, (w/w%)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas and liquid temperatures, °C</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTANTS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henry’s law constant for ozone at 20°C, Pa (mg/L)^{-1}</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volumetric mass transfer coefficient K_L, s^{-1}</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order ozone decay constant, min^{-1}</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas density, kg/m^3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average bubble diameter, mm</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid density, kg/m^3</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid viscosity, Pa-s</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid surface tension at 22°C, N/m</td>
<td>72700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.1. Computer Implementation

To solve the set of governing equations of the system (Equations 7, 8 and 12), they were implemented in a FEMLAB® platform, a computer software that solves PDEs using the finite element approach. The optimum conditions for numerical calculations were obtained using triangular mesh with an average element area of $1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$, which leads to 17408 triangular elements with 9006 nodes for the flow domain. The maximum quality of the elements was 0.999988 and the minimum 0.71. This chosen resolution deemed adequate to accurately describe the column geometry while maintaining acceptable execution time (about 1 hour for 1,000 interactions).

The governing equations were solved using, first an invariant form of the damped Newton method to find an initial guess for the prime variables of the problem and then, the Lagrange constraint handling method to close the solution. It is an iterative process that ends when a suitably accurate solution is obtained. For a detail description of this solution technique refer to [30], defining flow boundary conditions and solving the model. The column bottom, walls and internals were considered to be non-friction...
surfaces with a prescribed slip wall condition. The outlet is considered to be at constant pressure.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To analyze the applicability of using computational fluid dynamics to simulate ozonation processes, the numerical results of the combined hydrodynamics of the gas-water flow, the ozone concentration profiles and the inactivation contour diagrams were discussed. Figure 4 shows that there is a recirculation pattern in the first 40 cm of the column. Each arrow, in Figure 4, represents the normalized computed velocity vector at the mid-plane of the bubble column. On the other hand, Figure 4 also shows that the flow above 40 cm assembles a perfect plug flow where the flow is fully developed and there is slight variation of the fluid velocity across the reactor. This flow pattern agrees with experimental observations reported in the literature over bubble columns [31], [32], [20].

Figure 4. Normalized velocity vectors at mid-plane in the column
Consecutively, Figure 5 shows the gas distribution throughout the column for a combination of gas and liquid flow rate of 1148.0 and 6850.0 mL/min, respectively. It reveals that the maximum gas holdup is near the air diffuser, and then rapidly approaches to a constant value. It also reveals the existence of a “dead zone” in each of the lower corners of the column where there is little flow recirculation of the gas phase. The gas-holdup in the bulk region of the column was compared to those experimental data reported by [27]. In this simulation, the predicted gas holdup was 0.9% at the bulk of the column, which is comparable to 0.75% observed by (Zhou and Smith, 2000), and is considered to be acceptable. An interesting point to note is that this gas holdup of 0.9% was found assuming a slip velocity of 3.3 m/s which using the stoke law for the terminal of a single rising gas bubble leads to an average bubble diameter of 1 mm compared to 0.8 mm reported by [27] using 2D laser particle dynamics analyzer. This leads to the conclusion that the model can accurately predict the hydrodynamics of two-phase flow in bubble columns.

Figure 5. Numerical prediction of the gas holdup distribution over the entire column
### 4.1. Ozone Concentration Profiles

Figure 6 shows the numerical simulation of the dissolved ozone in the liquid phase. This simulation is in great agreement with experimental observations reported previously. It clearly shows that the dissolved ozone is uniformly distributed along the height of the contactor with a maximum occurring somewhat in the middle of the column [33]. One interesting point to discuss is the effects of the lateral and vertical mixing on the dissolved ozone profiles. Figure 6 shows that at the lower corners of the column the ozone transfer is almost zero. This may be due to the low recirculation of the water and gas in this zone of the reactor. In general, the computational model can reasonably predict the dissolved ozone in bubble columns. In the bulk zone of the column the simulation indicates that the variation of dissolved ozone both in the lateral and vertical direction is insignificant.

![Figure 6. Dissolved ozone profiles in bubble columns](image)

Figure 8 shows the normalized predicted dissolved ozone profiles obtained by fitting the computational model to the experimental data. The good agreement between predictions and observation was confirmed by the correlation coefficient of 0.94. The controlling parameter was the eddy diffusivity ($D_L$) which, under the tested condition, is $1.8 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$/s, two
order of magnitude greater than the normal diffusivity of ozone in water. This is expected because the turbulence created by the liquid and gas flow increases the dispersion of ozone in the liquid phase [34].

**Figure 7.** Inactivation Contour diagrams

**Figure 8.** Comparison of numerical and experimental data for ozonation of deionized water
4.2. Prediction of Inactivation Efficiency

To predict the efficiency of inactivation in a bubble column, one more transport equation was added to describe the rate of inactivation along the height of the column. After accounting for transport of surviving microorganisms (N) in the liquid phase, it becomes

\[
\nabla \left[ (1 - \varepsilon) \left( D_L \frac{\partial N}{\partial x} + D_L \frac{\partial N}{\partial z} \right) \right] = \nabla \cdot \left[ (1 - \varepsilon) \bar{u} N \right] + K_m C_L N \quad (14)
\]

Equation (14) was solved independently after the gas-liquid mixture velocity and dissolved ozone profiles are determined. Figure 7 shows the predicted profile for microorganism inactivation. It reveals that in the first 10 cm of the column, the initial concentration of microorganisms (N) is not affected by the ozone concentration in the liquid phase because of the short contact time. However, as the liquid rises through the column the inactivation of microorganisms is taking place finding that at the top of the column, there are not surviving microorganisms. The future work of this investigation is to confirm the numerical prediction of inactivation contour diagrams.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study revealed that using the Navier Stokes equations for a combined fluid flow of gas and water mixture is a good approach to simulate the hydrodynamics of bubble columns operated under a homogeneous regime, without any pre-assumption about flow backmixing or dispersion level. Dissolved ozone and the degree of inactivation can well be predicted using CFD coupled with transport models for disinfectant and pathogenic microorganisms. The results also confirmed that in some cases, only a portion of the reactor is actually available to provide the effective contact time for the disinfectant to inactivate microorganisms. This differentiation of the zones of low and high inactivation levels would allow engineers to improve the efficiency of ozonation contactors. In general, this new integrated approach can be effectively used to study mixing flow characteristics and inactivation processes to improve process performance in existing water treatment plants and provide an economical and efficient tool in designing new ones.
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